In this paper, general analytical and computational technique for satellite-to-satellite visibility will be established. The developments are general in the sense that the visibility conditions can be used whatever the types of the satellite orbits may be. Numerical applications are also included.
INTRODUCTION
The use of satellites in communications systems is very much a fact of everyday life, as it is evidenced by many homes which are equipped with many antennas, or dishes used for the reception of satellite television.
Satellites offer a number of features not readily available with other means of communications. As very large areas of the Earth are visible from a satellite, a satellite can form the starting point of a communications net linking together with many users simultaneously, users who may be widely separated geographically [1] .
Communication satellites account for more than 80% of the total number of satellites in operations. This is one of the most widely exploited applications of satellites. On the other hand, there are many uses of the communication satellites, e.g., in Earth's sciences solar physics, astronomy, astrophysics and military purposes [2] .
Extensive recovery experiments based on real CHAMP GPS SST observations have shown that the concept of estimating non-gravitational accelerations from GPS observation is feasible [3] and the full potential of GPS-SST in gravity field recovery becomes evident if employed on a very low -flying satellite has been demonstrated [4] [5] [6] .
Any application which attempts to use communication satellites requires effective maneuvering to ensure an accurate result.
To this end and also to cope with these very important applications of satellites in communication as well as in space warfare, we establish (from astrodynamical point of view) in the present paper general analytical and computational technique for one of the most important problems of space communications, of satellite-to-satellite visibility.
The developments are general in the sense that visibility conditions will be established, whatever the types of the satellite orbits may be.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE RISE-SET FUNCTION
Mutually visible satellites are defined in this section as two satellites that can maintain direct line of sight between each other for a certain length of time. Actually, the analysis to be developed is primarily concerned with the rise and set time of a given satellite with respect to another, that is, the time of loss or gain of direct line of sight.
Relative Rise-Set Geometry
Consider the geometry defined in Fig. (1) . As illustrated, satellites 1 and 2 are in a state of relative rise or set. Indeed, if the vector S, which emanates from the dynamical center of the Earth, had a magnitude equal to or less than the radius of the Earth and if it were perpendicular to C, the chord length between the satellites, it is evident that the satellites would not have direct line-of-sight-communication. Owing to atmospheric interference, however, a realistic analysis would let the magnitude of S be slightly larger than a e , the radius of the Earth. Let be the thickness of the atmosphere or suitable bias factor, it follows that
Analytical Expression of the Relative Rise-Set Function
Examination of Fig. (1) allows the two fundamental vector closure equations to be written as At relative rise and set of satellite 1 with respective to satellite 2, we have
Then, from the figure
It is then possible to obtain an analytical expression for the rise and set function as
Where S is obtained from Equation (1).
Visibility using Equation (6)
The rise-set function defined in Equation (6) can be used to predict explicitly whether or not satellites are visible to one another .The sign of R associated with visibility can be obtained by constructing a case in which direct line -ofsight visibility is impossibile, consequently we can get the rule that:
Negative value of R Direct line-of-sight communication Positive value of R non-visibility
Reduction of Rise-Set Function to Two Parameters Function
In terms of the orbital eccentricity e, semi-parameter p and the true anomaly f, the equation of each orbit can be expressed by the relation
Also we have
Where
The standard orientation vectors P and Q, where P is unit vector from the dynamical centre which points at perigee of the orbit and Q is advanced to P by a right angle in the plane and in the direction of motion that is
Where I, and are the inclination, longitude of per center and longitude of the node, respectively.
Using Equations (9) and (10) into Equation (12) 
If the two satellites are in the same orbital plane we have
COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM
In what follows computational algorithm of the mutual visibility between two satellites will be established whatever the types of their orbits may be:
Purpose: Mutual visibility between two Earth satellites.
Input: a i or q i , e i , I i , i , i , T i i=1, 2; S, , t, k, μ.
Computational Sequence: 
7-If e i <1 then solve for E i from Kepler's equation using Newton's method and then
cos(E i ) e i and end.
8-r i =
(1 + e i )q i 1 + e i cosf i .
9-P and Qfrom Equation (11).
10-Î i = r i cos(f i ) and Ç i = r i sin(f i ) .
11-
12-Compute the mutual visibility function R from Equation (14). Whenever this value is negative, the satellites can see each other at the given time t .
13-The algorithm is completed.
CONCLUSION
We will apply the above algorithm on the seven satellites to get the time and date at which one satellite observes the other.
We will take as an example the following seven satellites. Satellite_1, Satellite_2, Satellite_3 and Satellite_4 are nearly circular, Satellite_5 is elliptical orbit, but Satellite_6 is parabolic orbit and finally Satellite_7 is hyperbolic orbit. The two-line elements and their names of seven satellites are: Tables (1-21 ) the time periods the satellites will be visible to each other. 
Satellite_1

